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Analytical inverse kinematics with body
posture control
By Marcelo Kallmann*
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This paper presents a novel whole-body analytical inverse kinematics (IK) method
integrating collision avoidance and customizable body control for animating reaching tasks
in real-time. Whole-body control is achieved with the interpolation of pre-designed key
body postures, which are organized as a function of the direction to the goal to be reached.
Arm postures are computed by the analytical IK solution for human-like arms and legs,
extended with a new simple search method for achieving postures avoiding joint limits and
collisions. In addition, a new IK resolution is presented that directly solves for joints
parameterized in the swing-and-twist decomposition. The overall method is simple to
implement, fast, and accurate, and therefore suitable for interactive applications controlling
the hands of characters. The source code of the IK implementation is provided. Copyright ©
2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Introduction
Inverse kinematics (IK)1 is a widely used technique
for controlling the arms of human-like characters in
interactive applications, and is employed in several
domains: ergonomics, virtual reality, computer games,
animation, etc. For instance, nearly all professional
animation packages have built-in IK solvers for
manipulating skeleton hierarchies.
This paper proposes a new IK method suitable for
reaching tasks performed by autonomous and interactive
virtual humans.2 The basic problem is to pose the
character in such a way that its hand reaches an arbitrary
position and orientation in space. As the main interest is
in interactive applications, the presented method is only
based on posture interpolation and analytical solvers, so
there is no convergence time required and the achieved
solutions are exact.
The method is composed of two phases. The ﬁrst phase
consists of blending pre-designed key body postures,
which are organized only as a function of the goal
position to be reached, in relation to the shoulder frame.
The goal position is described by a two-parameter space
based on the swing parameterization of the shoulder. By
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making use of a planar triangulation in the swing plane,
it becomes very efﬁcient to determine the key postures
to be blended for a given goal position. Furthermore
an intuitive user interface for the design of new body
behaviors is achieved.
After the interpolated body posture has been
determined, the second phase consists of analytically
solving the IK of the arm linkage3 in order to exactly
reach the given goal. For this purpose, I propose a new
formulation of the arm IK that directly solves for joints
parameterized in the swing-and-twist decomposition,4
and that includes an automatic search mechanism
for determining the swivel angle, handling collision
avoidance, and joint limits based on spherical ellipses.
As a result, the overall method is able to achieve a
coordinated and continuous whole-body motion as a
function of the character’s hand target. As there are
no numerical methods employed, the system always
accurately returns if the goal was reached or otherwise
the exact reason of failure: not reachable, violating limits,
or in collision. Furthermore, the method proposes a fast
and intuitive way of controlling the generated body
postures through the design of few example key body
postures.
After reviewing related work, I start describing the
new formulation of the arm IK, and then I proceed
on to the posture interpolation process and the overall
proposed method.
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The basic IK problem of ﬁnding a character pose
satisfying given constraints is well known in computer
animation.1 Applications are mainly related to interactive control of characters, and adaptation of motion
capture data,5–8 but several other uses exist, as for
example to animate hands.9
The problem is usually underdetermined, and therefore additional criteria are required for choosing a solution amidst all possible ones. A popular approach is to
use additional constraints,10,11 for example to be as close
as possible to a given reference pose, and then use numerical Jacobian-based methods.12,13 At ﬁrst, the ability
to add arbitrary constraints is appealing, however such
systems can quickly become difﬁcult to control and prone
to get stuck in local minima. One alternative is to use
analytical IK solutions,3,14 which are fast and accurate,
however not addressing arbitrary linkages or constraints.
Because of its unsurpassed suitability to real-time
applications, the analytical IK is adopted in this work
and several extensions are proposed here to overcome
its limitations.
1. The original analytical solution3,14 proposes resolution equations based on joints parameterized by Euler
angles. Here I present a new set of equations for the IK
resolution which is based on quaternion algebra and
the swing-and-twist parameterization, more suitable
for deﬁning meaningful joint limits.
2. An automatic method that determines the elbow position and the swivel angle is presented that also takes
into account avoidance of collisions and joint limits.
3. Finally, in order to address arbitrary skeletons, I
also propose in this paper to combine the analytical
solution with a posture blending mechanism.
Among the extensions listed above, it is with blending
of body postures that the proposed method is able to
generate full-body postures.
Several methods have been proposed based on
blending example motions from databases of designed
or motion captured motions.15–17 In particular, some
works have addressed the reaching problem based
on example motions.18–21 The main drawback of such
approaches is the required large number of example
motions for covering all workspace and the need to tweak
interpolation parameters. Furthermore, interpolation of
example data alone does not give exact placements of
the end-effector at desired locations and additional IK
procedures are required to reﬁne the result.

More sophisticate systems include learning mechanisms from given data for better addressing and modeling different styles of motions.22–24 In particular the work
proposed by Grochow et al.22 is able to learn body motion
styles from given motion data and a numerical IK solver
is able to satisfy given constraints, giving preference to
solutions which are closer to the learned styles.
In contrast, this paper proposes an analytical solution
for achieving customizable whole-body IK. By combining the analytical IK with a posture blending mechanism
it becomes possible to both achieve customizable wholebody postures and efﬁciently compute exact placements
for the character’s hand. The aim of this work is
to propose a simple method to implement that is
robust and suitable for interactive applications. As it is
based on analytical solutions and simple interpolation,
the proposed method represents the fastest existing
approach to whole-body IK. The next section deﬁnes
the framework on which the new arm IK formulation
is presented.

Framework
In the analytical IK formulation, arms and legs are
modeled with joint hierarchies (or linkages), each
consisting of three joints. They are called here as: the base,
mid, and end joints. In the arm case these joints are the
shoulder, elbow, and wrist; and in the leg case they are
the hip, knee, and ankle.
In this work, each joint has a local frame with the ẑ
axis lying along the main axis of the corresponding limb,
and with the positive direction pointing toward the child
joint. For achieving intuitive mappings, the x̂ and ŷ axes
can be placed differently in each linkage. For the right
arm case (Figure 1) the ŷ axis is vertical with the positive
direction pointing upwards and the x̂ axis is obtained
with the cross product x̂ = ŷ × ẑ. The IK solution

Figure 1. Local frames and the zero-posture of the right arm.
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presented in this paper considers local frames and the
zero-posture is placed as in the right arm case of Figure 1.

Parameterization
Each linkage has seven degrees of freedom (DOFs): three
in the base joint, and two in the mid and end joints. A
linkage conﬁguration can be therefore determined with
a set of seven values denoted by vector (v0 , . . . , v6 ). The
parameterization of each joint is now speciﬁed.
The base is always a ball-and-socket joint with three
DOFs and is parameterized with the swing-and-twist
decomposition.4 The swing rotation has the rotation axis
always perpendicular to the ẑ axis and is represented
with the 2D axis-angle (v0 , v1 ) lying in the x–y plane of
the base local frame, where (v0 , v1 ) is the rotation axis
and (v0 , v1 ) is the rotation angle. The twist rotation that
follows is simply a rotation around the ẑ axis of angle v2 .
The mid joint has two DOFs and is parameterized with
two Euler angles, which are the ﬂexion and the twist
rotations of the elbow or knee joint. The ﬂexion is a
rotation of angle v3 around the ŷ axis and the twist is
a rotation of angle v4 around the ẑ axis of the local frame.
Note that in a more anatomical representation the mid
twist would be applied to an extra joint placed between
the mid and the end joints. The use of such joint is
also beneﬁcial for achieving better skinning weights for
skinned characters. The presented formulation covers
this situation: as the mid twist is applied after the mid
ﬂexion, it does not matter if it is applied to the mid joint
itself, or to an extra joint between the mid and end joints.
Finally, the end joint is also parameterized by a swing
rotation represented with a 2D axis-angle (v5 , v6 ) in the
x–y plane of the end joint local frame. Therefore, (v5 , v6 )
is the rotation axis and (v5 , v6 ) is the rotation angle of
the end joint swing rotation.
The next section presents the new formulation of the
arm IK, directly solving the IK using the described parameterization based on swing, twists, and Euler angles.

Fortunately, the swing-and-twist rotation decomposition (also known as the exponential map4 ) is
able to address these problems and to deﬁne a
singularity-free rotation parameterization inside meaningful range limits. In order to avoid conversions
between different parameterizations, I present now
a new formulation based on the swing-and-twist
parameterization.
The new formulation is presented in the next
subsections. The ﬁrst two subsections (swivel angle and
mid ﬂexion) summarize results from Reference [3] that
serve as starting point to the new formulation, which is
introduced in the subsequent subsections.

Swivel Angle
Let point e ∈ R3 and quaternion qe ∈ S3 be the desired
position and orientation of the end joint in the base
joint frame coordinates. Note that each arm and leg
linkage has seven DOFs, one more DOF than the
number of constraints. The extra degree of freedom is
parameterized with the so-called swivel angle φ,25 which
tells how much the mid joint is rotated around the endbase axis. Figure 2 shows the mid joint orbit circles of
each linkage.
In order to specify φ, a coordinate system is created
by deﬁning two unit vectors û and v̂ forming a local

Swing-and-Twist Arm IK
The original implementation of the analytical IK
solution3 was developed for joints parameterized with
Euler angles, which suffer from gimbal lock when applied
to ball-and-socket joints with range of rotations greater
than π/2, as is usually the case for the shoulder and hip
joints. In addition, anatomically plausible limits usually
cannot be speciﬁed with minimum and maximum Euler
angles.

Figure 2. By varying the swivel angle φ in each linkage,
different positions for the mid joint are obtained along the mid
joint orbit circle, all satisfying the goal end joint position and
orientation.
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Once the orbit circle is determined, the mid joint
position m can be directly obtained with:
m = c + r(û cos φ + v̂ sin φ)

Figure 3. The mid joint orbit circle and the swivel angle φ.
coordinate system for the plane containing the orbit
circle. Vector û is deﬁned as the projection of −ŷ onto
the orbit circle plane, and v̂ is orthogonal to û and the
normalized end-base vector n̂:
−ŷ + (ŷ · n̂)n̂

û = 
−ŷ + (ŷ · n̂)n̂
v̂ = û × n̂
e
n̂ =
e
The center c of the orbit circle, and its radius r, can be
derived by trigonometry as follows (see Figure 3):
c = n̂d1 cos α
r = d1 sin α
where (see Figure 4):
cos α =

d2 2 − d1 2 − e2
,
−2d1 e

sin α =

d2 sin(π − v3 )
e

(1)

Note that when e lies exactly on the shoulder frame
axis ŷ, the orbit circle becomes perpendicular to ŷ, and
ŷ cannot be projected anymore to the orbit plane for
deriving û. Although alternatives are possible,3 such e
position is very unlikely to be anatomically realistic and
our system simply returns failure in such cases. However,
note that such situation never happens in practice as
in the overall method presented in this paper a body
behavior can be speciﬁed to have the shoulder to move
when targets are given near ŷ, therefore handling all cases
and achieving more realistic results.

Mid Flexion
Given the swivel angle φ and the desired position e
and orientation qe for the end joint, the corresponding
linkage conﬁguration vector (v0 , . . . , v6 ) can be now
derived. The ﬁrst linkage value to be computed is the
mid ﬂexion v3 .
Let d1 be the distance between the base joint position
b and the mid joint position m, and let d2 be the distance
between the mid and end joints. Values d1 and d2 are
the lengths of the upper and lower limbs of the linkage,
and e gives the distance between the base and the end
joints. No matter the linkage conﬁguration, there is only
one mid joint ﬂexion angle v3 that correctly forms the
triangle with sides d1 , d2 , and e (see Figure 4); and its
value can be determined by using the law of cosines:


d 2 + d22 − e2
v3 = π ± arccos 1
2d1 d2


(2)

Despite the two solutions for v3 only the one with
minus sign is valid in the used parameterization.

Base Swing

Figure 4. The mid ﬂexion angle v3 .

Given φ, the corresponding mid joint position m can be
computed by Equation (1). The base swing rotation is
determined by the rotation needed to bring the upper
limb in the zero-posture (lying along the z-axis, see
Figure 1) to the mid position m. The axis of rotation
is therefore ẑ × m and the rotation angle is the angle
between ẑ and m. By observing that the axis of rotation
is always in the xy-plane of the base local frame, the 2D
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Mid Twist and End Swing

axis-angle representation of the swing rotation becomes
straightforward:


v0
v1




=

sx



ẑ · m
ẑ × m
arccos
s=
ẑ × m
d1

,

sy

(3)

where sx and sy are the x and y components of s.

Base Twist
Let q(a) be the rotation of angle a around axis a in
quaternion format:

q(a) = cos

a
a a
,
sin
2 a
2

0





q(v0 ,v1 ,0) q(0,0,v2 ) q(0,v3 ,0) q = qe
Therefore, q is obtained with:



q = q(v0 ,v1 ,0) q(0,0,v2 ) q(0,v3 ,0)

Once the base swing rotation is applied to the base
joint, the base twist v2 will make the linkage to rotate in
order for the end joint to reach e.
Let f be the end joint position obtained when only the
mid ﬂexion rotation v3 is applied to the linkage in the
zero-posture:


Although the mid twist and the end swing rotations
are applied to different joints, their combined effect is
the same as a single 3-DOF rotation q. I will ﬁrst ﬁnd
q here and then decompose it in the twist and swing
components.
By composing all computed rotations so far in the
correct order, the following identity is obtained:

0



 
  −1
 

f = q(0,v3 ,0) 
 0  q(0,v3 ,0) +  0 
d1
d2

−1

qe

Once q = (qw , (qx , qy , qz )) is derived, it can be decomposed in a twist rotation v4 around the z-axis followed by
a swing rotation represented by the 2D axis-angle (v5 , v6 ).
First, if qz and qw are both zero, the orientation is
at the singularity of the swing component. This case
should never happen as joint limits (described in the next
subsections) enforce that rotations are always away from
that singularity (which is placed at the −ẑ direction).
Therefore the following identity holds:
q(0,0,v4 ) q(v5 ,v6 ,0) = q

Let g be the goal end position e rotated by the inverse
of the base swing rotation:

By expanding the equation it is possible to isolate the
twist rotation v4 :

g = q−1
(v0 ,v1 ,0) e q(v0 ,v1 ,0)

v4 = 2 atan2(qz , qw )

The twist rotation angle v2 is determined by ﬁnding
the rotation around ẑ that brings f to coincide with g. The
following equality using a rotation matrix can therefore
be written:


cos v2 − sin v2 0


 sin v2
cos v2 0 

f = g
0
0
1

Once the twist component is known, the swing
component can be obtained with:


v5
v6


=

2β
sin β



cos v24
− sin

v4
2

sin
cos

(5)

v4
2
v4
2



qx
qy


(6)

where
β = atan2




qx2 + qy2 , qz2 + qw2

The solution to this equality is obtained with:
arctan v2 =

All joint values have now been computed.

f x gy − f y g x
f x gx + f y g y

Joint Limits

and v2 can be correctly extracted with the four-quadrant
inverse tangent (atan2) function available in programming
languages:
v2 = atan2(fx gy − fy gx , fx gx + fy gy )

(4)

An important property of swing rotations (v0 , v1 ) and
(v5 , v6 ) is that they can be meaningfully limited with
spherical polygons or ellipses. A detailed exposition
of such limiting curves and of the swing-and-twist
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Figure 5. Swing rotations of the shoulder joint are limited
by an ellipse deﬁned in the x–y plane of the local frame (left
image). The x and y axes are reversed in order to achieve visual
correspondence of the selected orientation (the cross mark in
the left image) with the arm orientation given by the shoulder
swing rotation of the 3D character (right image): both are in
the right-lower quadrant. The corresponding limiting surface
in 3D has a spherical ellipse boundary (right image).

parameterization is given by Baerlocher.6,26 In this work
I choose to use spherical ellipses for maximum efﬁciency
and robustness.
A spherical ellipse (Figure 5) is deﬁned with an ellipse
lying in the x–y plane of the joint local frame. A swing
rotation s = (sx , sy ) is detected to be valid in respect to
its limiting ellipse with semi axes lengths rx and ry if the
following inequality holds:


sx
rx



2
+

sy
ry

2
≤1

(7)

Figure 5 shows a typical spherical ellipse used to limit
the shoulder joint, and its respective ellipse in the x–
y plane of the shoulder local frame. It is also worth
mentioning that an intuitive modeling interface results
from this mapping: all swing rotations can be visualized
by moving a pointing device inside the ellipse in the x–y
plane.
Joint values v2 , v3 , and v4 are correctly bounded with
minimum and maximum values as usually done with
Euler angles.

Automatic Swivel Angle
Determination
A simple and fast iterative search procedure is now
presented for ﬁnding the best φ satisfying joint
limits and collision constraints. It only requires the

ability of testing if the linkage is valid at a given
conﬁguration, i.e., if it respects joint limits and if it is
collision-free.
The procedure starts with a given initial φ, e.g.
30◦ . Then, the linkage conﬁguration obtained with the
IK solver is checked for validity. If the conﬁguration
is not valid, a quick iterative method is performed
for verifying if other φ values can lead to a valid
posture.
At each iteration, φ is incremented and decremented
by , and the two new conﬁgurations given by the IK
solver are checked for validity. If a valid conﬁguration is
found, the process successfully stops. Otherwise, if given
minimum and maximum φ values are reached, failure
is returned. Note that the described procedure always
start from the initial φ, and therefore it will always ﬁnd
the closest solution to this preferred initial value. The
elbow will deviate from it when needed, but will return
as soon as there are no obstacles or joint limitations.
A faster search can be achieved in a greedy fashion,
i.e. when  increases during the iterations. However,
increments cannot grow much to keep the animation
continuous.
This procedure was designed with the goal of keeping
the mid joint as close as possible to the desired initial
value (30◦ in this example). Note that the initial value
can also be determined as a function to the position to be
reached, using available sensorimotor transformations
from experimental studies.27
As the search range is small this simple process is
very efﬁcient. For example by setting a range from
−15 to 130◦ for the arms, and correctly adjusting the
increments, the whole process can be limited to few
validity tests (about less than 40 with acceptable results).
Note that both joint limits and collisions are addressed
in an uniﬁed way. Figure 6 shows an example of an
emergent joint coupling achieved, and Figure 7 shows
a self-collision avoided. Note that collisions with the
environment are also handled in the same way and
the same process is also applied to the legs of the
character.
The described process searches for possible solutions
around the elbow circle and it will always prefer the
solution closer to the initial φ angle. The method does not
need to keep track of previous frames, making it suitable
for one-shot computations as required for instance in
sampling-based motion planners. In most of the cases
the method also produces a continuous animation of the
linkage while the end joint is interactively manipulated.
However, it is possible to imagine a situation where the
elbow is at an awkward conﬁguration due to obstacles,
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Figure 6. Starting from an orbit angle of 20◦ (left image), as the wrist rotates downwards, the elbow rotates to higher positions
(center and right images), maintaining the wrist joint values in their valid range.

and then it suddenly jumps to a better posture because
one of the obstacles moved away. If needed, this situation
can be avoided with an additional step that continuously
updates the current arm conﬁguration until it matches
the computed IK solution, and prematurely stopping
if any collisions are detected. Alternatively, a search
procedure starting at the current arm conﬁguration frame
can also be devised.
Note also that the search procedure is mainly
required because of the collision-free constraint. If only
joint limits are taken into account, it is possible to
clamp the non-complying joint to its closest maximum
limit, and then recompute φ and the joint values
of the remaining joints. However, speciﬁc analytical
derivations for each non-complying joint have to be
derived.

Body Control
I describe now the blending mechanism for obtaining
customizable full-body behavior. First, pre-designed
postures are organized according to target directions to

be reached, in relation to the shoulder frame. Without
loss of generality, the right hand is considered here to
be the end-effector while the left arm is assigned to be
part of the body postures used for deﬁning the body
behavior.
A body behavior B is deﬁned by a set of pairs in the
following form:
B = {(s1 , p1 ), . . . , (sn , pn )}

(8)

where si = (xi , yi ) is a 2D axis-angle representing a
swing rotation of the shoulder joint and pi = (p1i , . . . , pri )
deﬁnes a r-DOF key posture of the body behavior, 1 ≤
i ≤ n.
The values in postures pi are the joint values of all
joints being controlled by the body behavior. According
to the used character representation, joint values can be
of different types: translation values for the root joint,
components of a swing axis-angle, twist rotations, or
Euler angles. The used joint representation has just to
guarantee that no singularities appear in the valid range
of the joints, allowing linear interpolation between the
values of two postures to be meaningful. Note that Euler

Figure 7. If collisions are detected (left) the orbit angle is updated and a valid posture is eventually found (center). As the hand
gets closer to the body, the orbit angle is continuously updated (right).
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angles are only used in 1-DOF and 2-DOF joints. 3-DOF
rotations can be interpolated in axis-angle format, or if
preferred, the interpolation scheme can be updated to
accommodate quaternions.
Postures pi may specify values for all joints in the
character, or to fewer joints as needed. For example it
is common for interactive characters to have dedicated
attention controllers for the head; in such cases
behavioral key postures would not contain head joint
values. If a posture speciﬁes values for the joints of the
IK linkages of the right arm or the legs, these joint values
will be overridden when the IK is applied to ensure the
end-effectors constraints, as explained later on in the next
section.
One key advantage of organizing postures in relation
to shoulder swings is that the swing rotation can be
mapped in a 2D plane, greatly simplifying the user
interface of the body behavior design phase. Each
swing si = (xi , yi ) is mapped to a point in the swing
plane, and the set of all swing points can be easily
triangulated,28 obtaining a well-deﬁned neighborhood
connectivity suitable for interpolation.
We use the incremental Delaunay algorithm to
interactively maintain the triangulation of the swing
points si . First, the triangulation is trivially initialized
with four vertices lying outside the valid range, which
is delimited by an ellipse in the swing plane. These four
vertices are however not near the singular point, i.e., their
coordinates are not close to −π or π. These initial vertices
can be selected and their respective postures edited. Later
on in the style edition process they are usually hidden in
order to simplify the visualization, but they ensure that
all points inside the valid swing range are covered by the
triangulation (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. The swing plane. The left image shows the
triangulation of nine user-deﬁned key shoulder swings. The
right image shows in addition the four vertices used to initialize
the body behavior edition. The shown ellipse delimits the valid
swings (inside) from the invalid swings (outside).

During the edition process, when a triangulation
vertex si is selected in the swing plane, the associated
posture pi is applied to the character. The designer can
then update posture pi by directly manipulating the
character or its joint values.
When a swing point s is selected, and s is not a vertex,
the corresponding posture is determined by blending
the postures associated with the three vertices of the
triangle t containing s. Fortunately, efﬁcient algorithms
with expected sublinear time complexity are available
for ﬁnding t, as the simple oriented walk method.29
Once triangle t is found, the postures associated with
its vertices can then be blended. Let si , sj , and sk be the
vertices of t. The barycentric coordinates (α, β, γ) of s in
respect to t can be easily obtained by dividing sub-areas
computed with third-order determinants:

 sT

α=
1

 sT
 i
β=
1

sTj
1
sT
1


 sT
sTk 
 i


1
1

 sT
sTk 
 i


1
1

sTj
1
sTj
1


sTk 

1

sTk 

1

γ = 1−α−β
The barycentric coordinates are used as blending
factors so that posture p = (p1 , . . . , pr ) relative to the
swing s can then be obtained with:
m
m
pm = αpm
i + βpj + γpk ,

1≤m≤r

Such interpolation method is widely used for data
visualization and in other domains. It provides a
continuous result, however not achieving C1 continuity.
In the experiments performed in this work, the method
has shown to be extremely satisfactory. The main
advantages are simplicity and computation efﬁciency,
scaling very well on the number of example postures. It
does not require the deﬁnition of extra parameters such
as the shape of radial basis functions or the search for the
k-nearest neighbors. But these alternative interpolation
methods can also be employed if smoothness is preferred
over performance, still making use of the organization of
postures in the triangulated swing plane.
During edition of the style postures, the designer can
select any point s in the valid portion of the swing plane
and the corresponding blended posture p is applied to
the character. If desired, a new pair (s, p) can be added
to B, in which case s is added as a new vertex in the
triangulation and posture p can be edited in order to
reﬁne the behavior as exempliﬁed in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Body behaviors are deﬁned by attaching body postures to vertices in the swing plane. Starting with a simple initial set
of vertices (a) new vertices are added as needed (b) until the desired behavior is achieved. The triangulation in the swing plane is
also shown projected in the sphere having the shoulder joint as center and the arm length (in full extension) as radius.
The operation for inserting a new vertex in the
triangulation consists of linking the new point s to the
vertices of triangle t and then correcting all introduced
non-Delaunay edges with a series of edge ﬂips until
all edges become Delaunay again.30 Points can be also
removed making the style edition process very intuitive.
In Figure 9, only the body parts being inﬂuenced by
that style edition session are being displayed. When the
mouse is dragged on the swing plane, a continuous
motion of the character’s torso can be visualized
according to the interpolation process described above.
In the ﬁgure, the small black mark in the swing plane
corresponds to the shown hand location as determined
by the shoulder swing rotation. For a more intuitive
mapping, the vertical axis in the swing plane corresponds
to the x-axis of Figure 1, and the horizontal axis to the
y-axis.

Two-Arms Control
When the simultaneous control of the two arms is
required, target positions are speciﬁed for both right
and left hands simultaneously, requiring individual body
control for each arm. Let BL and BR be two behaviors,
relative to the left and right arms respectively:
BL =




sL1 , pL1 , . . . , sLn , pLn ,



BR =



 R R 
s1 , p1 , . . . , sRm , pRm

Given target swing rotations sL for the left shoulder
and sR for the right shoulder, the two corresponding body
postures pL and pR are determined independently by the
described blending procedure. The ﬁnal considered body
posture can then be deﬁned by a mix of joint values from
pL and pR : when values are affecting a same joint they
are blended and otherwise just copied. The blending can
be a simple average of the values, or more weight can be
given to one preferred ‘side’ (left or right) for simulating
a right-handed or left-handed character.

Overall Method
The overall method blends the body behavior posture
with a given initial posture according to a user-speciﬁed
weight variation.
Let pinit be a given initial (reference) posture of the
character, and let B be the body behavior in use. It is
assumed that pinit and the key postures in B have the
same number of DOFs.
Let t = (p, q) be a given hand target and ps be the
shoulder joint position in global coordinates. Let now s be
the swing rotation of the p − ps vector, and d = p − ps 
the length (note that s is an axis-angle in the shoulder
frame).
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Once s is determined as described in the previous
paragraph, the respective body behavior posture pB
can be extracted from B. However, the ﬁnal used body
behavior posture pbh is computed as a function of
distance d:

pbh = interp(pinit , pB , u),

u = fweight (d)

where interp interpolates the two postures appropriately
and according to the weight u ∈ [0, 1], which is given by
a weight function fweight .
The ﬁnal posture pbh is therefore an interpolation
between the initial posture and the behavior posture,
as a function of the target-shoulder vector length, and
according to a desired weight function fweight . The idea
is that reaching to distant locations requires more body
motion, while closer locations require less body motion.
Let a be the arm length in full extension. Best results are
achieved with fweight having value 0 when the targetshoulder vector length is 0 and rapidly approaching 1
when the target-shoulder vector length approaches a.
One example of such a weight function is:

0,
d<0





fweight (d) = ak2 d 2 , d ∈ 0, √ak



1,
d > √ak

where k is a value near 1 (and ≤1) such as 0.8. This weight
function has f  (0) = 0, f (0) = 0, and f (a) = k.
Once the ﬁnal body posture pbh is determined, it is
applied to the character and the analytical arm IK is
invoked for exactly posing the right arm of the character
to the given target t. As pbh may affect the translation of
the root of the skeleton, the analytical IK is also applied
to the legs for ensuring that both feet remain in the same
location as in the given initial posture.
Note that the analytical IK applied to the arms and
legs can use the collision avoidance search mechanism
described in the earlier sections of this paper. The
obtained body posture should not result in self-collisions
as they were carefully designed by hand. But collisions
with obstacles in the environment can be introduced. A
simple correction method checks if the body posture is
in collision, and if it is, the interpolation parameter u
between pinit and pB can be reduced toward 0 until no
collisions are reported.

Extended Behaviors
In the described setting, body behaviors do not affect
the IK linkages and therefore it is left to the automatic
orbit search mechanism to determine the ﬁnal postures
of the linkages. In case more control is desired, additional
parameters can be associated to the swing points deﬁning
key postures (Equation 8). For example the parameters
of the orbit angle search method can be included
and interpolated in the same manner as the posture
interpolation. In this way, each given swing rotation will
have a speciﬁc orbit search behavior. This capability was
found to be useful for precisely customizing goal orbit
angles.

Animating Reaching Motions
Neuroscience research provides several computational
models (2/3 power law, Fitts’ law, etc.)31 that can
help synthesizing realistic arm motions. The simplest
model states that in point-to-point reaching movements,
the hand path approximates a straight line, and
the tangential velocity resembles a symmetrical bellshape. These guidelines can be easily implemented by
animating the hand of the characters with such a path
and applying the IK solver at each frame for obtaining
the intermediate postures (see Reference [32] for more
details).

Analysis and Results
Examples of postures obtained with different body
behaviors are presented in Figure 10. A sequence
demonstrating the usefulness of the collision avoidance
mechanism integrated with the arm IK is shown in
Figure 11.
It is possible to observe that the system is capable
of generating a wide range of body behaviors as a
function of the location being reached. The simple body
control interpolation scheme represents practically no
additional computational cost and allows to achieve
much more realistic postures, in comparison with using
the arm IK alone. However, it is clear that the method
is mainly suitable for reaching tasks and cannot achieve
arbitrary posture control as other multi-task numerical
methods can do.
The proposed method was designed with the goal of
being very fast. The employed interpolation method only
performs interpolation between three body postures,
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Figure 10. Several whole-body postures determined as a function of the global position and orientation of the right hand of the
character. All postures are collision-free and respect joint limits. Knee ﬂexion is achieved according to the used body behavior.
The ﬁrst row shows three postures obtained with a normal behavior (a) and with a ‘tired behavior’ (b). The second row (c) shows
several postures obtained with a behavior that also controls the motion of the head and the left arm, and that is applied to an initial
posture with the legs slightly open.
and the used dimensionality reduction allows the
parameterization of the data in a two-dimensional plane
(the shoulder swing plane). The method has shown
to offer enough ﬂexibility for customizing the body

behavior in reaching tasks. However, if more control
and stylistic results are required, other interpolation
methods, for example based on radial basis functions18
could be integrated.

Figure 11. A difﬁcult sequence where the right hand moves from a back to a frontal position passing very close to the body and
correctly avoiding collisions.
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The source code of the arm IK and videos
demonstrating the method are available at the author’s
web site.†

Performance
Given a target position for the right hand, the complete
method takes no more than 10 milliseconds for deriving
a posture with collision detection handling 12K triangles.
This time depends on how many iterations the orbit angle
search takes in the solution of the IK linkages. However
note that, as the maximum number of iterations is ﬁxed,
the maximum computation time is bounded.
If no collisions are handled the system takes no more
than 0.1 milliseconds. This gives an indication of the time
spent in collision detection. For demanding applications
collision detection can be easily reduced to only critical
tests (as detection between the elbow and torso), or
even disabled. If no collision detection and no orbit
angle search are employed, the system takes about
0.05 milliseconds to derive postures. This includes style
posture interpolation and solving the IK linkages. These
tests were performed on a Pentium 3.0 GHz.

Extensions
If example key postures are organized spatially, the
planar mapping with the shoulder swing plane is lost
but it is still possible to interpolate the data using other
methods and therefore with much more control of the
ﬁnal body style behavior. The design of such postures
may be complex, however such approach could be
suitable to represent data automatically extracted from
a motion capture database.

Conclusions
This paper presented a new customizable whole-body IK
system which is fast, robust, and simple to implement.
The main contributions are:

 A new analytical IK formulation based on the swing-



and-twist parameterization that handles collision
avoidance and joint coupling in a uniﬁed way (source
code provided).
The approach of organizing key body postures as a
function of the goal direction to reach, simplifying

† http://graphics.ucmerced.edu/



interpolation and allowing for an intuitive way of
designing body behaviors.
The overall approach, which probably represents the
fastest available whole-body IK including desired
features such as collision avoidance and customizable
whole-body behavior.
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